Secondary structure prediction of 52 membrane-bound cytochromes P450 shows a strong structural similarity to P450cam.
The secondary structure of 52 aligned cytochrome P450 sequences, all of which are membrane bound, is predicted and collectively compared with the crystal structure of the soluble cytochrome P450cam. Ten of 13 helical regions, 6 of 7 beta-pair regions, and beta-structure corresponding to a known beta-bulge near the active site of P450cam are predicted to exist in the membrane-bound P450s. Three turns associated with beta-structure in the soluble enzyme are also predicted for the membrane-bound forms. A strong structural similarity is evident between membrane P450s and the soluble P450cam. Consequently, a multitransmembrane structure involving much of P450 seems highly unlikely. A structure with two N-terminal transmembrane segments is compatible with these observations.